
An Introduction to Andrew Horton 
 
Please see below for four different bio’s for Andrew Horton. 
 
They vary in length from a brief outline to a more detailed description and are intended for 
publication in printed or electronic media. 
 
These introductions are to be used verbatim. Except for the adjustment of spelling for USA / UK, 
no editing of the content whatsoever is permitted without our express written permission. 
 
Andrew Horton (Brief outline) 
 
Andrews’s No. 1 goal when he speaks is: 
 
1) To ignite magic in each audience member, to connect with them, so that he can help them to 
renew their vision, discover a lost belief or even birth a new one. 
2) To create a spark in as many people in the audience as possible or to inspire them to take 
action so they can achieve exactly, what they desire!  
  
His relaxed and humorous style ensures that his message is remembered long after the event.  
 
Andrew Horton (Outline) 
 
Andrew is a straight shooting, grounded and deeply curious teacher, that offers a simple, no 
nonsense approach to uncovering and utilizing the hidden potential that lies within all of us.  
 
His no 1 goal when he speaks is:  
 
1) To ignite magic in each audience member, to connect with them, so that he can help them to 
renew their vision, discover a lost belief or even birth a new one. 
2) To create a spark in as many people in the audience as possible or to inspire them to take 
action so they can achieve exactly, what they desire!  
 
His relaxed and humorous style ensures that his message is remembered long after the event.  
 
Andrew Horton (description) 
 
Andrew is a straight shooting, grounded and deeply curious teacher, that offers a simple, no 
nonsense approach to uncovering and utilizing the hidden potential that lies within all of us.  
 
His no 1 goal when he speaks is:  
 
1) To ignite magic in each audience member, to connect with them, so that he can help them to 
renew their vision, discover a lost belief or even birth a new one. 
2) To create a spark in as many people in the audience as possible or to inspire them to take 
action so they can achieve exactly, what they desire!  
 
This is accomplished by filtering, synthesizing and converting the best personal development 
ideas into simple, actionable change tools that are easy to apply and implement, thereby allowing 
for sustainable success. His relaxed and humorous style ensures that his message is 
remembered long after the event. 
 
 
 



Andrew Horton (detailed description)  
 
Andrew is an Entrepreneur, Professional Speaker, Author, Success and Business Coach. His 
area of expertise includes Business Turn Around, Time, Energy and Activity management 
routines, entrepreneurialism, persuasion and influence. He has been a consummate student in 
the field of human development for the past twenty years and he specializes in guiding people to 
optimize their personal effectiveness and self mastery. 
 
Andrew is a straight shooting, grounded and deeply curious teacher, that offers a simple, no 
nonsense approach to uncovering and utilizing the hidden potential that lies within all of us.  
 
His no 1 goal when he speaks is:  
 
1) To ignite magic in each audience member, to connect with them, so that he can help them to 
renew their vision, discover a lost belief or even birth a new one. 
2) To create a spark in as many people in the audience as possible or to inspire them to take 
action so they can achieve exactly, what they desire!  
 
This is accomplished by filtering, synthesizing and converting the best personal development 
ideas into simple, actionable change tools that are easy to apply and implement, thereby allowing 
for sustainable success. His relaxed and humorous style ensures that his message is 
remembered long after the event. 

He is regularly asked to speak at expos, seminars and conferences on topics such as success, 
productivity, entrepreneurialism, time, energy and activity management, sales skills 
and inspiration. His area of expertise includes Business Turn Around, Time, Energy and Activity 
management, persuasion and influence. He focuses his talks around simplifying and demystifying 
these topics and will leave the audience with ideas, concepts and tools they can take away and 
apply in their own lives. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


